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When material is submitted for inclusion in Victoria University's Research Repository a detailed
citation should be included and, if applicable, any details of where the material has previously been
published.

Submission of Victoria University Theses

Qualifying candidates complete this form as part of the Graduate Research Centre (GRC) thesis
deposit process. Candidates must submit via email one electronic copy of their thesis to the GRC.
In the case of thesis submission, submit the signed form with the electronic copy of your thesis to
the GRC. An electronic copy of your thesis will not be accepted without this form. This form will be
forwarded to the Library with your thesis, for authorisation by the University Librarian.
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JOURNAL ARTICLE
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2. Formal Status (Author to complete)
Has the material been through a formal peer review/referee or University assessment process?
Yes

No

If No, the signature of the College Director (Research Training) or equivalent is required in the
space below:
Name
Position
Signature

Date

3. Permission to include publication in VURR (Author to complete)
I have read and understood the information on the following page regarding submission to VURR. I
grant VU those rights so that VU can make the research publications listed on this form available via
VURR.
Signature

Date

* If the thesis is in an alternative format eg audio/video files, it will be streamed where compatible,
with a link added to the VURR (metadata) record.
4. Release of Thesis – THESIS ONLY (Principal Supervisor to complete)
Release of Thesis:
Name
Position
Signature

Date

Restriction of Thesis:
Do you require an embargo to be placed on the thesis?
Yes

■ No

If Yes, the Principal Supervisor must sign below. You are also required to complete the following
form “Restricted Access to a Thesis Form” available at - http://www.vu.edu.au/research/graduateresearch-studies/forms-for-research-students
Signature

Date

All requests for restrictions of access are subject to approval by the Dean, Graduate Research. If
approved, only the metadata (Name, Title, Year, Degree, Abstract) will be available while the thesis
is embargoed.
5. Authorisation of Thesis Submission – THESIS ONLY (Library to complete)
University Librarian to sign on behalf of the University (when the thesis has been received by the
Library):
Name
Position
Signature

Date
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6. Guidelines
Victoria University Research Repository (VURR)
In submitting this material, you:
1. Grant an irrevocable licence to VU to store, reproduce, publish, and electronically communicate
this material to the public in hard copy and any electronic format (including on VURR’s open
access internet site).
2. Warrant that you have the authority to grant VU this licence and VU will not infringe any other
licences, agreements or other person’s rights in this material by using the material in
accordance with the above licence.
3. Warrant that VU will not infringe any third persons’ rights by using the material in accordance
with the above licence where the material contains copyright works (which are reproduced in
whole or in part) belonging to other persons.
What you need to know about the VURR license
1. Copyright ownership
In granting VU the above rights, you will normally own the copyright in the book, article or other
written scholarly literary work you have produced (see VU’s Intellectual Property policy) unless you
have assigned this to another party in a written agreement (such as a publishing, funding, or
collaborative agreement).
Depositing material into VURR does not transfer copyright ownership to VU.
2. Staff and student responsibilities
In granting VU the above rights, you must ensure that you have the right to provide the licence to
VU. The following types of material are not to be submitted to VURR:
 Material which must remain confidential or is a trade secret.
 Material which, if made available on the VURR website, would infringe an existing legal
obligation of yours, VU’s or of another party.
 Material which contains a part of another person’s work and you do not have the necessary
permission to place it on VURR (see the permissions guide on the copyright website).
 Material which may be patented and potentially commercialised for your and VU’s benefit (and
where the publication of this material on VURR would diminish this potential).
3. Users of VURR
Users of VURR may print and save electronic copies of whole papers for their own non-commercial
use. Users must fully reference any excerpts, quotations or paraphrasing from papers that they
access from VURR. If the material is required for any other purpose, users must get permission
from the copyright owner directly. Where a particular item on VURR is subject to a Creative
Commons licence, then that material may be used accordingly.
4. Removing material from VURR
You may remove material from VURR if the Dean, Graduate Research authorised this. Material will
be retained on VURR even if you leave VU.
Need help?
For general queries about thesis submission contact the Graduate Research Centre on
+61 3 9919 4522 or email gradresearch@vu.edu.au
For queries regarding theses on the Research Repository email VU Institutional Repository at
vuir@vu.edu.au
For queries about copyright contact VU's Copyright Officer on +61 3 9919 5958 or
copyright@vu.edu.au
If you are concerned about your rights, please seek independent legal advice.
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